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Abstract: This paper proposes a method which is 

utilized for the strong control of multi-input multi-

yield systems which is nonlinear. Here, an interacting 

level system with two cone shaped tanks is utilized for 

the research. The robustness against unknown 

constraint deviation is measured. This paper deals 

with the study of sliding mode control, a type of non-

linear control method, with conventional sliding 

surface implemented in the interacting level system 

whose behaviour is nonlinear and analysis of the 

robustness due to constraint deviations. It is deduced 

that Sliding mode Control with Conventional Sliding 

Surface provides excellent set-point tracking and 

also provides robust control for any  kind  of  

variations   and  disturbances  when compared to 

other nonlinear controllers. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

The control of fluid level in tanks and the stream 

between tanks is an essential issue in process ventures. A 

typical control issue in process industries is the control of 

liquid levels in storage tanks, substance mixing and 

response vessels. The rate of progress of spill out of one 

vessel to another and the level of liquid is two essential 

operational components. Indispensable industries where 

fluid level and stream control are basic incorporate 

petrochemical fields, paper enterprises, to water treatment 

plants, and so forth. 

Genuine challenges emerge in a framework when the 

fluid level in picked process changes. In many 

procedures, for example, refining segments, evaporators, 

re-boilers and blending tanks, the specific level of fluid in 

the vessel can be of awesome significance in process 

operation. Different parameters in enterprises are 

controlled, for example, temperature, level, weight, 

stream and so on. The vast majority of the procedures are 

intended to keep up the level in the tank containing oil, 

synthetic fluid and so forth. Accordingly, the level control 

system must be controlled by a legitimate controller. 

Controlling the level in the plant is a basic issue. In 

process industries like hydrometallurgical industries, food 

process ventures, solid blending ventures and wastewater 

treatment enterprises, cone like tanks are broadly utilized. 

Their shape adds to better transfer of solids while 

blending gives finish waste, particularly for thick fluids. 

Thelevelcontrol offluidinataperedtankdisplays a 

testingissuebecauseofitscontinually changingcross 

segment andnonlinearity of thetank. Thus, thelevel 

controlsystemmustbemaintained byapropercontroller. The 

Sliding Mode Controller(SMC), a control  scheme used 

for nonlinear  systems with preferencesof assured 

constancy androbustnessagainstload,parameterandline 

uncertainties[1].TheSMCismoderatelysimpleto 

actualizeas contrasted with different sorts of nonlinear 

controllers.Regardless oftheupsidesofingeniousnessand 

robustness,SMCexperiences thenotableissue,called 

chattering,thatoutcomesinlowcontrolprecision and prompt 

instability [2, 3]. In 
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theoutlineofSMCfornonlinearinteracting 

system,itistryingtochoosean authentic sliding 

surfacewithout theabsence ofload,line 

andparametervulnerabilities sotheerrorsandoutput 

nonconformities canbediminishedtoagratifyinglevel. 

Thisstudyshowsananalysisconcerning thedesignand 

advancement ofaSMCwithconventional slidingsurface 

forTwoConicalInteracting LevelProcesswhich isa 

nonlinearframeworkwithdynamicinteraction. 

 

II.SYSTEMDESCRIPTION 

 

The  system  under  study  is  Two  Conical  

Tank InteractingLevelProcess,aclassoftwotankbenchmark 

setup usedbyresearchers[4].It isa nonlinearTITOsystem 

withparameters varieswithoperating point.TCTILShas 

dynamicconnectionwhichisnonlinear,comprises oftwo 

indistinguishablefunnel shaped tanks,twofreepumps that 

conveythefluidflowstotank1andtank2.Theseflows flow   

throughthetwocontrolvalvesindividually.These 

twotanksareconnectedatthebasethrough aphysically 

controlled valve, wi thavalveco-efficient β12.Fout1and 

Fout2arethetwoyieldstreamsfrom Tank1andTank2 

throughphysical switches MV1andMV2withvalveco- 

efficient β1andβ2separately. InTCTILS,levelh1in 

Tank1andlevel h2inTank2areconsideredas yield factors 

andFin1andFin2aredeliberatedasmanipulated factors. 

TheoutlineofTCTILSisdepictedinFigure.1 

 
Figure1:SchematicDiagram of TCTILS 

 

III. SLIDINGMODE 

CONTROLLERWITHCONVENTIONALSLIDING 

SURFACE 

 

A.Derivationofcontrollaw: 

A first-order sliding-mode controller comprises 

of two different control laws: switching control and 

equivalent control. The most imperative errand is to 

plan the switching control which authorizes the system 

to the sliding surface characterized by the user, and to 

keep up the framework state direction on this surface in 

which e and e ̇  signify the tracking error and first-time 

derivative, individually. 't' in s(t) is the autonomous 

inconsistentpoint The energetic execution of the 

framework is straightforwardly reliant after picking a 

suitable exchanging control law. Lyapunov procedure is 

for the most part to decide the strength of the closed 

loop systems.  

 

The initial phase in the sliding-mode control 

arrangement is to decide a sliding complex which is 

likewise called sliding surface or sliding capacity, s(t) 

being an element of the tracking error, e(t) , that is the 

contrast among set point and yield estimation, as: 

)t(e.)
dt

d
()t(s 1n

    (1) 

where n signifies the order of uncontrolled system , λ is 

a positive consistent and tuning parameter which 

decides the slant of sliding complex , both s (t) and s 

̇ (t) are equivalent to zero , s(t)= s ̇  (t)=0.  

The goal is to decide a control law, such that 

the tracking error and its derivative should converge to 

zero from any underlying state to the harmony point in 

a limited time. U(t) comprises of two added substance 

signals-exchanging (spasmodic) flag, Usw(t), and 

identical (nonstop) flag, Ueq(t), decided separately,  

 

U(t)= Usw(t) +Ueq(t)     (2) 

 

On the off chance that the underlying direction 

isn't on the sliding surface, the exchanging control, Usw 

(t), implements the mistake toward the birthplace of the 

sliding surface and this is known as the achieving stage. 

The identical control will most likely be unable to move 

the framework state toward sliding surface. In this 

manner, the exchanging control is planned based on 

hand-off like capacity since it permits changes between 

the structures vastly quick. The proportional control is 

found by comparing subsidiary of sliding capacity to 

zero. For Technique 1, the SMC is picked with the 

customary exchanging control as:  

))t(s(ksign)t(Usw 
   (3) 

where k is a positive steady that ought to be sufficiently 

huge to smother every coordinating vulnerability and 

capricious framework progression.  

The square chart of ordinary sliding-mode 

control strategy is the proportionate control is given by:  

)AX()B(U 1

eq  

    (4) 
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where X is the state variable, B is the info grid and An 

is the framework lattice linearised around the middle 

purpose of the nonlinear framework TCTILS. In this 

technique, the consistent pick up of extent k1=460, 

k2=514 and the tuning parameter λ is been 1019.  

Themainaim istodecidealaw 

ofcontrol,insuchaway that theoutputtrails acoveted 

orderwithin thesightof uncertainities 

inprocessboundsandunsettlinginfluences. 

U(t)comprisesoftwoaddedsignals-switching (irregular) 

signal,Usw(t),andequivalent (persistent) signal,Ueq(t), 

decidedindependently,Theswitchingcontrol,Usw 

(t),imposestheerrortowards 

thestartingpointofsurface,iftheoriginalpathisnoton the 

surface, and this is called the reachingphase. The 

system’sdynamicperformancedependsuponselecting 

suitableswitching controllaw.Lyapunov procedureisfor 

themostpartusedtodecidethesteadiness oftheclosed 

loopsystems. Theequal control,Ueq(t),isfound by equating 

subordinate  of sliding function to zero. The 

schemeofSMCforTwoConicalTankInteracting Level 

SystemisshowninFigure.2. 

 

 
Figure2:SMCscheme - TCTILS 

 

B.Schemeof conventionalslidingsurface: 

 

Thesurfaceofconventionalslidingmode[5]s(t)is 

showninEquation.(2). 

 

)t(e.)
dt

d
()t(s 1n

 
Where,  

n - Order of the system under study 

λ - Positive constant acting as a tuning parameter. The 

Law of switching control for conventional mode is picked 

as shown in Equation (3) 

 

Here ϕ  is the limit layer and k is a positive constant. The 

Law of equivalent control for conventional mode is given 

by Equation. (4). 

 
Here A is system matrix, B is input matrix and X is state 

variable. System matrix is straightened around the middle 

point of the two conical system. Utilizing Real Coded 

Genetic Algorithm (RGA), the ideal parameters of SMC 

with conventional sliding surface is assessed utilizing 

Integral Square Error (ISE) of h1 and h2 as a fitness 

function. The procedure engaged with parameter tuning of 

SMC with conventional sliding surface utilizing RGA for 

TCTILS are accounted for in [4]. The ideal parameters of 

SMC with conventional sliding surface are depicted in 

Table 1. 

 

Table1:SMCConventionalSurface usingRGA- Optimal 

Constraints 

Conventionalslidingsurface 

Tank1 Tank2 

λ1=3000 

k1=4 

ϕ 1=1 

λ2=4000 

k2=7 

ϕ 2=1 

 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

This manuscript considers the execution of the 

SMC with conventional sliding surface method. The 

deviations in setpoint as depicted in Figure. 3 are 

presented for evaluating the tracing capacity of the SMC 

method. The response of SMC plot with Conventional 

sliding surface Technique for TCTILS is demonstrated in 

Figure. 3. The deviations in  the  switching indications are  

displayed in Figure. 4. From the reaction, it can be 

gathered that, the Conventional control method can keep 

up the tank levels h1  and  h2  at  the  individual  setpoints  

superior  other nonlinear control plans. Table 2 reveals the 

values of execution indices and statistical specifications. 

It can be gathered that the estimations of execution 

indices and statistical specifications are  observed to  be  

significantly less for the proposed control. 
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Figure 3: Conventional surface SMC-level response 

 

Simulation studiesareconductedtoexhibitthe 

robustness oftheSliding Modewithconventional sliding 

surfacesatnominalandatmovedTCTILS parameter. The 

robustness istriedbyfluctuating thevalveco-efficient β12 

of MV12fromitsostensibleestimation of 36cm
2
/s 

tomovedestimation of53.5cm
2

/s. 

 

 
Figure 4: Conventional surface SMC - Control signal 

 

Theexpansion inβ12 physically 

speakstotheincrementininteractionandalong 

theselinesvaryingainandtimeconstantofTCTILS. The 

robustperformance ofSMCwithconventional sliding 

surfaceformovedβ12estimationof53.5cm
2

/saredepicted 

intheFigure.5andFigure.6separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table2:ConventionalSlidingSurfaceSMC- 

StatisticalObservation 

 Tank1(h1) Tank2 (h2) 

Execution 

Indices 

Statistical 

Specifications 

Execution 

Indices 

Statistical 

Specifications 

 

Conventi 

onal 

Sliding 

Surface 

ISE=250.4 

IAE=75.25 

ITAE= 

18650 

ISCI= 

6.094e+7 

 

SD = 

1.0036 

Variance= 

4887.8 

ISE=1453 

IAE=297 

ITAE= 

71870 

ISCI= 

2.852e+7 

 

SD = 

1.6428 

Variance = 

9980.2 

 

Theestimations of execution indices 

andstatisticalspecificationsare accountedforinTable3. 

 
Figure5:Levelresponseof SMC- Conventional 

slidingsurfacesfor shiftedβ12value of53.5cm2/s 

Here,therobustnessistriedbyfluctuatingthevalveco-

efficientβ12ofMV12fromitsostensibleestimationof36cm
2

/

stomovedestimationof53.5cm
2

/s [6-7].Theresult 

showsthatthe sliding modecontrolwithconventional 

slidingsurfaceisrobust,thatis,itisadaptabletoanykind 

ofuncertaintiesandtracksthesetpointefficientlywith 

lessinteractionbetweenthetwotanks [8]. 

 
Figure6:Conventionalslidingsurfacesfor 

shiftedβ12value–Control Signal 
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Table3:ConventionalSlidingSurfaceforShifted β12value 

of52.5cm2/s- StatisticalObservation 

Control 

Scheme 

Tank1 (h1) Tank2 (h2) 

Execution 

Indices 

Statistical 

Specifications 

Execution 

Indices 

Statistical 

Specifications 

Convent 

ional 

Surface 

ISE=255.8 

IAE=75.39 

ITAE= 

18252 

ISCI= 

7.478e+7 

SD = 

1.0011 

 

Variance= 

9600.6 

ISE=1385 

IAE=255.2 

ITAE= 

61625 

ISCI= 

2.800e+7 

SD= 

1.5526 

 

Variance= 

15425 

 

From the study that involves statistical 

performances, execution indices, and simulation results, it 

is inferred that Sliding Mode Controller with 

conventional sliding surface is more robust. 

 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the Sliding Mode Controller with 

conventional sliding surface is proposed for two conical 

tank system that is interacting which displays active non 

linearity and pairing flow. The Sliding Mode Controller 

with conventional sliding mode is planned and executed 

on the conical interacting level system. From the 

mathematical model and input-output characteristics of 

TCTILS, it is observed that TCTILS is a nonlinear TITO 

process which has varying parameters (cross sectional 

area) as the operating point changes. TCTILS has an 

interaction between inputs and outputs. Because of 

interaction between input and output, the change in FIN1 

not only affects h1 but also affect h2. Similarly, change in 

FIN2 not only affects h2 but also affect h1. Hence, TCTILS 

has dynamic nonlinear coupling between input and output 

variables. Due to change in process parameters and 

nonlinear dynamic interaction, SMC will be more 

appropriate to control TCTILS effectively. The 

SMCboundsare ideally regulated utilizing RGA. This 

methodology beats the dreary tuning, as well as creates 

the control framework more or derly, versatile and 

vigorous. The simulation results perceived that Sliding 

Mode Control with conventional sliding surface produces 

result with less interaction and settle down to the set-point 

quicker in the whole working area, even in nearness of 

expanded vulnerability in interactionupto0.5changeinβ12. 
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